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Abstract—A novel common-mode (CM) EMI active filter for dc-fed motor drives is proposed. The active filter performs both the compensation of the CM voltage at the motor input and the mitigation of the leakage high-frequency CM currents, thus increasing the drive reliability and the vehicle electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). The filter scheme is based on a voltage feedback action and also includes a feed-forward action by exploiting a suitably estimated CM current. An optimized design of the CM voltage detection/injection systems is implemented. Moreover, the active filter is supplied by a smaller voltage than the dc link value; this permits a more performing amplifier to be used. The active filter behavior is analyzed theoretically and its performance is assessed by experiments. The realized prototype shows a good efficiency and compactness.

Index Terms—Active filter, electromagnetic conductive interference, induction motor drive, vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

DC-fed motor drives are currently used in a broad variety of applications. In particular, they are suited to vehicle applications (road and marine vehicles, aircrafts, etc.) and can be simply operated in a dc distribution system, such as in the case of some residential/commercial building dc grids [1], [2].

With reference to vehicles, the evolution of their electrical architectures has shown a growing use of electrical loads, such as drives and actuators. For example, the more electric vehicle (MEV) [3], [4] concept encourages the employment of electrical power systems aimed at a better use of the high power loads. This is possible due to the introduction of power electronics to optimize fuel economy, environmental emissions, performance, and reliability of the vehicles, including sea, undersea, and air vehicles [1]-[5]. Therefore, a massive use of switching power converters is expected to improve the flexibility of the load management and overall vehicle energy saving. On the other hand, as far as the pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) drives are concerned, two main problems are encountered, which are related to the inverter high switching frequency operation. The first is the electromagnetic interference (EMI) toward the on-board power supply lines that can degrade the operation of other sensitive devices and systems coexisting in the vehicle environment. The second problem is related to the drive reliability. Indeed, the CM voltage on the stator windings creates a shaft voltage by capacitive coupling through the motor air-gap, and consequently, electrostatic discharges are generated through the bearing lubricating film. The motor bearings suffer for such currents that are the cause of a dramatic reduction of the motor lifetime [6]–[8]. An additional problem is given by vibrations and noise generated by motor drives in both civil (passengers’ comfort) and military (acoustic discretion) applications, producing bearing damage, which, in turn, amplifies the phenomenon.

The modern trend in the field of vehicle electrical architectures is towards the increase of electrical loads, such as drives and actuators. The X-by-Wire (XBW) technology, as well as the More Electric Vehicle (MEV) concept, are expressions of this trend. In particular, XBW technology is intended as the introduction of electronic systems into the vehicle to enhance and replace tasks previously accomplished via mechanical and hydraulic systems.

In addition, the MoreElectric Vehicle (MEV) emphasizes the employment of electrical power systems with the aim of a more rational use of the high power loads thanks to the introduction of power electronics to optimize fuel economy, environmental emissions, performance, and reliability of the vehicles [1]-[3].

Technical literature exhibits several studies dedicated to the control and mitigation of the EMI in motor drives used both in industrial and vehicular applications [9]–[28]. A comprehensive study, giving a generalization of harmonic and EMI active filters behavior, is presented in [9]. As for the reduction of EMI disturbance toward the supply line, a survey of EMI mitigation techniques is proposed in [10] and a comparative study of CM and differential mode (DM) active EMI filters compensation performance is proposed in [11]. As for the automotive environment, [12]–[14] suggest remedies based on the use of passive filters. In [15], [16] design criteria are proposed to optimize the performance and size of EMI passive filters, while in [17], an active hybrid filter is devised in which a CM active filter is used to reduce the size of the CM inductor of a passive EMI filter. In [18], a feed-forward, current-controlled, current-source active filter for CM noise cancellation is proposed, and in [19] and [20], a feedback current detecting and current compensating configuration of active filter is presented. As for the electromagnetic disturbance toward the motor, it should be noted that the reduction of CM EMI, in addition to the increase of the motor reliability, contributes also to the improvement of the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), due to the reduction of common-mode ground current and of common-mode EMI emission toward the supply. In [21]–[24], feed-forward active CM filters are proposed to reduce CM voltage at the motor terminals. In [25], the effects of a feed-forward active compensation device for the attenuation of the CM voltage toward the motor in an induction vehicular motor drive are presented. Finally, a prototype of a feedback CM EMI filter for low voltage automotive drives has been developed in [26]. In [27], a further improvement of the filter described in [26] is proposed, being based on the introduction of an additional feed-forward action, based on a suitably estimated CM motor current. This paper extends and deepens
the work developed in [27], presenting a theoretical analysis of the filter behavior, according to which the advantage of the additional feed-forward action, in terms of EMI suppression, is demonstrated. A more detailed description of the filter design, including the CM current estimator, is also given together with additional experimental results for the numerical evaluation of the improvement due to the feed-forward action. The considered application is a 1.1 kW, 42 V PWM vehicular induction motor drive, even if it can be applied to other voltage levels by a suitable choice of the power amplifier. The filter scheme is of the voltage-sensing voltage-compensating type with a new design of the CM voltage detection and injection systems. The feed-forward action is introduced enhancing the performance of the proposed circuit both in terms of motor CM voltage reduction and in terms of EMI mitigation in the frequency range between 10 kHz and 1 MHz. Furthermore, according to a design oriented to the optimization of the power to size ratio, a compact layout is obtained.

II. DESIGN CRITERIA OF THE ACTIVE FILTER

A. Choice of the Active Filter Scheme

Classifications of the active filter topologies, used in controlling EMI, are given in [9], [11], and [30]. According to these classifications, the proposed circuit is a feedback voltage-sensing, voltage-compensating type, shown in Fig. 1, and it behaves as a Butterworth low-pass filter. The main advantage of this choice lies on the good performance of the considered scheme in canceling the CM voltage at the motor input, due to the maximization of the filter insertion loss (IL) for the case under study [9], [26]. The main features of the chosen topology are summarized in Table I.

The performance of the topology shown in Fig. 1 is improved by an additional feed-forward action, based on the injection of a signal proportional to the motor CM current, as proposed in this paper. A further improvement is achieved by the reduction of the filter supply voltage and a proper redesign of voltage detection and injection systems, as explained in the following.

B. Improvement of Voltage Detection and Injection Systems

The CM voltage ($V_{CM}$) to be compensated is detected at the noise receiver (the motor) and compared with the desired $V_{CM}$ output, set to zero; the error signal is suitably processed by a feedback action, then it is amplified and injected to compensate the $V_{CM}$. In order to perform an optimal compensation, the proposed circuit should be able to follow the rapid transitions due to the inverter switching. This implies the use of a power amplification stage which is characterized by high slew rate and high gain/bandwidth product (GBW). Actually, it represents the bottleneck of the system. A high GBW is bound to the availability on the market. In general, the smaller is the amplifier supply voltage, the higher is its GBW. Therefore, a reduction of the operating voltage within the filter is advantageous. It can be obtained by a suitable modification of CM voltage detection and injection systems. In particular, to reduce the operating voltage of the filter by a factor $k$, the detected CM voltage has to be divided by $k$, and the injected compensating voltage has to be multiplied by the same factor. Since a voltage-sensing scheme usually adopts a detection system constituted by three wye-connected capacitors $C_d$ [26], a further capacitor $C_1 = 3C_d(k - 1)$ is used to detect a suitably divided CM voltage [24]. This calls for a voltage injection system with the capability to multiply the compensating voltage by $k$. Since a CM transformer (CMT) is used for the voltage injection, a CMT with a turn ratio $1:k$ is realized. It should be observed that the turn ratio of the CMT is obtained by the minimum turns number at the primary winding, provided that the core saturation is avoided. In this way, small dimensions of the CMT are possible and the desired optimization of the power to size ratio is accomplished.

C. Feed-Forward Action by CM Current Estimation

Within a feedback compensation system, a slight difference in the slope of the compensating voltage step is observed compared to the actual CM voltage step. This difference is mainly due to the limitation of the amplifier bandwidth but also to the delay of feedback signals propagation. As a consequence, a residual disturbance at the motor terminals, after the introduction of the active filter, is noticed. The residual disturbance exhibits a pulse-shaped waveform similar to the motor CM current. Therefore, by taking a supplementary signal proportional to the motor CM current and adding it directly to the error signal, it is possible to compensate the delay of feedback signals propagation minimizing the residual disturbance. The additional signal can be obtained by a suitable estimation of the motor CM current by sensing the CM voltage at the inverter terminals and applying it to

![Fig. 1. Scheme of a feedback voltage-sensing voltage-compensating active filter.](image)

### Table I: Main Features of the Feedback Voltage-Sensing Voltage-Compensating Active Filter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amplifier gain</th>
<th>Insertion Loss (IL)</th>
<th>Condition for Maximum IL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$v_c = -Av_f$</td>
<td>$1 + \frac{z_f}{z_r + z_s}$</td>
<td>$z_r &gt;&gt; z_s$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$Z_s = \text{noise source impedance} \quad A = \text{amplifier gain} \quad v_r = \text{noise receiver voltage} \quad i_s = \text{noise source current}$$

$$Z_r = \text{noise receiver impedance}$$
where the feed-forward action is compared. (see Section III) where the behavior of the circuit with/without current estimation is proven by a frequency-domain analysis with the addition of the feed-forward action based on the CM additive detector. The performance improvement of the active filter CM voltage taken directly at the inverter’s terminals by a capacitive approach, the additional signal is built starting from the given rated power class, as demonstrated in [31]. With the proposed approach, the additional signal is built starting from the CM voltage taken directly at the inverter’s terminals by a capacitive detector. The performance improvement of the active filter with the addition of the feed-forward action based on the CM current estimation is proven by a frequency-domain analysis (see Section III) where the behavior of the circuit with/without the feed-forward action is compared.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed active filter, where \( F(s) \) is a low-pass filter, \( T(s) \) is a transfer function, including a linear amplifier, a power amplifier, and a common-mode transformer (CMT) and \( G(s) \) is the transfer function of the CM current estimator. Each block is described in detail in the next section.

### III. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF THE ACTIVE FILTER

The main components of the active filter are the CMT and the power amplifier. The CMT is used to inject the compensation voltage into the power lines, the power amplifier is necessary to supply the primary winding of the CMT. An auxiliary linear amplifier is used to increase the error signal amplitude maintaining the power amplifier gain close to one. This last condition is necessary to optimally exploit the power amplifier bandwidth.

Finally, a low-pass filter introduces a further real pole that, together with the power amplifier real pole, by a suitable open-loop transfer function gain, can give a couple of complex conjugate poles in the closed loop transfer function.

The transfer functions of the different sections of the active filter are described in Table II.

![Schematic configuration of the improved CM active filter.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter section</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Transfer function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F(s) )</td>
<td>Low pass filter</td>
<td>( F(s) = \frac{p_F}{s + p_F} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T(s) = T_{LD}(s)T_{PD}(s)T_{CMF}(s) )</td>
<td>Linear amplifier</td>
<td>( T_{LA}(s) = G_{LA} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{PA}(s) = G_{PA} )</td>
<td>Power amplifier</td>
<td>( T_{PA}(s) = G_{PA} \frac{p_{PA}}{s + p_{PA}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT ( T_{CMT}(s) = \frac{p_{PA}^s}{s + p_1} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( T_{CMT}(s) = \frac{p_{PA}^s}{s + p_1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G(s) )</td>
<td>CM current estimator</td>
<td>( G(s) = G_e \frac{s}{s + p_e} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, under this assumption, it is possible to introduce an approximation according to which

\[
T(s) \approx G_{LA} G_{PA} \frac{p_{PA}^s \cdot s}{(s + p_{PA})(s + p_1)}. \quad (1)
\]

As for the transfer function of the CM current estimator, it should be observed that the pole \( p_e \) can be set to a much higher value than the highest harmonic of the CM voltage to be compensated. Then, the following approximation can be assumed for \( G(s) \):

\[
G(s) \approx G_e s. \quad (2)
\]

On such a basis, the transfer function between the CM voltage generated by the PWM inverter and the CM voltage at the input of the motor of the active filter is determined with/without the CM current estimator. In particular, the transfer function of the active filter without the CM current estimator is given in (3), as shown at the bottom of the next page, whereas the transfer function of the active filter with the CM current estimator is given in (4), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

It is possible to note that the introduction of the feed-forward action due to the CM current estimator affects neither the number and values of poles nor the number of zeros of the active filter transfer function. As a matter of fact, the denominator remains unchanged as well as the degree of the numerator. On the other hand, the zeros displacement is influenced by the choice of the CM current estimator parameters. A suitable selection of such parameters makes it possible to perform a stronger attenuation of \( V_{CM} \).

The detailed design of the active filter is described in Section V, together with a numeric comparison between (3) and (4).

### IV. HF MOTOR PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION FOR CM CURRENT ESTIMATION

As anticipated in Section II-C, the CM motor behavior is predominantly capacitive in the whole frequency range under consideration. Anyway, for the sake of completeness, the
CM high-frequency model of the motor has been identified. In particular, the motor has been modeled using the circuit topology shown in Fig. 3, whose parameters have been identified by using the frequency response of the motor CM impedance. The impedance has been measured between the three phases terminals of the motor connected together and the ground connection, up to 1 MHz, using the Rohde&Schwarz vector network analyzer ZVER. The $R$, $L$, $C_1$, and $C_2$ (where $C_1 = C_2 = C$) circuit parameters have been identified using a fitting function embedded in MATLAB [32], [33]. The obtained HF parameters of the motor circuit model are reported in Table III. Fig. 4 shows the matching between estimated and measured frequency responses of the motor impedance.

V. CM ACTIVE FILTER DESIGN

The electrical scheme of the overall active filter is shown in Fig. 5. It uses a detection system formed of three star-connected capacitors, whose values are $C_d$ = 1 nF and a supplementary partition capacitance with a value of 3 nF.

This comes from the choice to divide the detected voltage by a factor $k = 2$ and so to operate the active filter with a voltage that is half the dc supply drive voltage, i.e., about ±18 V.

The linear amplifier is realized by the LM6172 IC having the following features: slew rate 3000 V/μs and unity-gain bandwidth equal to 100 MHz.

The power amplifier is a LME 49600. It has a rated supply voltage up to ±18 V, a slew rate of 2000 V/μs and a bandwidth of 180 MHz. It should be noted that more performing amplifiers supplied at lower voltages are not available; then, it is not worth further increasing $k$.

It should be noted that the used amplifiers have a fast enough time response to achieve a good compensation. In particular, the rise time of the CM voltage, experimentally measured, is about 900 ns that corresponds to a maximum frequency of about 350 kHz in the CM voltage spectrum. On this basis, the bandwidth of the power amplifier has been limited to 500 kHz (experimentally verified).

As for the CMT, a single core of nanocrystalline material with very high magnetic permeability (VITROPERM W523) has been used with a turn ratio 1:2 and realized setting 5 turns on the primary winding and 10 turns for each secondary winding; this is aimed at retrieving the dc drive supply voltage level.

The bandwidth of the CMT is about 10 MHz with a low-frequency pole at about 10 kHz [26]; it has been experimentally measured using the test rig described in [25].

As for the low-pass filter, it uses the same amplifier LM6172 in inverting configuration as well as the linear amplifier that implements the sum between the signals coming from the low-pass filter and the CM current estimator.

This estimator is obtained applying the CM voltage to an equivalent circuit reproducing the CM motor impedance. In

![Fig. 3. CM high-frequency circuit model of the motor.](image)

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>1804 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>0.144 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_1 = C_2 = C$</td>
<td>140 pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4. Estimated and measured motor impedance vs. frequency.](image)

$$H(s) = \frac{1}{1 + F(s)T(s)} = \frac{(s + p_F)(s + p_1)(s + p_{PA})}{(s + p_F)(s + p_1)(s + p_{PA}) + s \cdot p_F G_F p_{PA} G_{LA}}$$

$$= \frac{s^3 + s^2(3 + p_F + p_1 + p_{PA}) + s[p_1 p_{PA} + p_F (p_1 + p_{PA})] + p_1 p_{PA} p_F}{s^3 + s^2(3 + p_F + p_1 + p_{PA}) + s[p_1 p_{PA} + p_F (p_1 + p_{PA})] + p_1 p_{PA} p_F}$$

(3)

$$H_e(s) = \frac{1 + G(s)T(s)}{1 + F(s)T(s)} = \frac{(s + p_F)(s + p_1)(s + p_{PA}) + s^2 (s + p_F) G_F p_{PA} G_{LA}}{(s + p_F)(s + p_1)(s + p_{PA}) + s^2 (s + p_F) G_F p_{PA} G_{LA}}$$

$$= s^3 (1 + G_F p_{PA} G_{LA}) + s^2 (3 + p_F + p_1 + p_{PA} + p_F + G_F p_{PA} p_{LA} p_F) + s[p_1 p_{PA} + p_F (p_1 + p_{PA})] + p_1 p_{PA} p_F$$

$$s^3 + s^2(3 + p_F + p_1 + p_{PA}) + s[p_1 p_{PA} + p_F (p_1 + p_{PA})] + p_1 p_{PA} p_F$$

(4)
particular, the input capacitance $3C$ and the feedback resistance $R_n$ give a transfer function with a zero in the origin and a high-frequency pole (at $f = 1/3R_nC$) realizing the behavior of a real differentiator. Finally, the variable resistance gives an additional gain corresponding to the $G_s$ parameter indicated in Table IV. The chosen power amplifier and core magnetic material allow a very compact filter layout.

The used circuit parameters are reported in Table V. Table IV gives, for each filter section, the expression of the corresponding parameters.

On the basis of the parameters of the active filter, the transfer functions in (3) and (4) are calculated to compare the circuit behavior without and with the contribution of the feed-forward action due to the CM current estimator. This comparison is shown in Fig. 6 where the Bode plots of transfer functions (3) and (4) are given. It is possible to observe that the introduction of the feed-forward action leads to a stronger attenuation of the CM voltage in the range of frequency between about $125 \times 10^3$ rad/s and about $4.5 \times 10^6$ rad/s. As for the pole–zero displacement of functions $H(s)$ and $H_{fe}(s)$, it should be observed that both functions exhibit the same denominator; then, pole distribution is not affected by the introduction of the current estimator. On the other hand, the zero distribution is modified with the aim to emphasize the pole attenuating action at the frequencies of interest. In particular, the introduction of the current estimator implies the increase of a zero value, as shown in Fig. 7 and Table VI.

**VI. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT**

The proposed CM EMI active filter is intended for a vehicular motor drive. The system under test is composed of a demo board with an Altera EP3C25F324C8 FPGA, suitably programmed in VHDL to implement the control of a 42 V 1.1 kW induction motor by means of an integrated IGBT inverter (STGIPS10K60 A), with a switching frequency of 20 kHz. The experimental arrangement of the active filter is realized according to the design criteria given in the previous section.

The power amplifier can reproduce the CM voltage to be applied to the primary of CMT with the required current, as shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, the vertical scales of the two waveforms

![Fig. 5. Circuit scheme of the improved active filter inserted in PWM induction motor drive.](image)

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter section</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Zero(s)</th>
<th>Pole(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low pass filter</td>
<td>$P_p = \frac{1}{R_nC_b}$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>$P_p = \frac{1}{R_nC_b}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear amplifier</td>
<td>$G_L = \frac{-R_1}{R_0}$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power amplifier</td>
<td>$G_{pa} = \frac{-R_{e1}}{R_1}$</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>$P_{ex}$ (experimentally determined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT</td>
<td>$P_2$</td>
<td>One zero at the origin</td>
<td>$P_2, P_3$ (experimentally determined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM current estimator</td>
<td>$G_c$</td>
<td>One zero at the origin</td>
<td>$P_c = \frac{1}{R_n3C}$ (neglected)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low pass filter</td>
<td>$R_0$</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>180 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_n$</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear amplifier</td>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power amplifier</td>
<td>$R_3$</td>
<td>10 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_4$</td>
<td>20 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM current estimator</td>
<td>$3C$</td>
<td>420 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R_n$</td>
<td>1 kΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are different; the voltage applied to the primary of the CMT is increased by the turn ratio of the same CMT before being subtracted from the $V_{CM}$ generated by the inverter. In Figs. 9 and 10, photos of the experimental arrangement and of the active filter prototype are shown, respectively. It is worth noting that to set up the proposed circuit a power OA with a high bandwidth and high slew rate is needed. There are some suitable components on the market however it is often necessary to lessen the rated bandwidth to avoid oscillations as suggested by the OA manufacturers. The layout of the PCB should be obtained as a tradeoff between compactness and the need for avoiding parasitic coupling among wires of the circuit. The use of SMD components makes the circuit more compact but requires a particular care for the layout design. Finally the gain of the CM current estimator is a critical parameter: it should be as high as possible without causing oscillations. In the prototype realization
it has been obtained by a variable resistance set manually to compensate possible tolerance of other circuit components.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS7254B) has been used to capture the time domain waveforms. As for the time domain current measurements, the exploited system includes an amplifier (Tektronix TCPA 300) and a current probe with a bandwidth of 50 MHz (Tektronix A6303). The frequency-domain measurements have been performed using a spectrum analyzer (Agilent E4402B), a current probe (Rohde&Schwarz EZ-17), and a voltage transducer. These measurements cover the range between 10 kHz and 1 MHz.

Fig. 11 shows the time waveforms of the CM voltages at the motor terminals without any filter and with the proposed filter when no feed-forward signal is added. It is possible to observe that the CM voltage amplitude with the filter is reduced to about 50%. In principle, a better compensation could be obtained by increasing the gain of the linear amplifier $G_{LA}$. However, this choice leads to higher imaginary values of the complex conjugate poles, decreasing the damping. In addition, with a higher value of $G_{LA}$, the high-frequency attenuation is worsened. Therefore, the proposed results come from the best tradeoff between low- and high-frequency performance of the active filter.

The power amplifier can reproduce the CM voltage to be applied to the primary of CMT with the required current, as shown in Fig. 8.

When the feed-forward current signal is introduced, a smoothing of the CM voltage edges is further observed, as shown in Fig. 12. As a matter of fact, the feed-forward signal, corresponding to the estimated current, correctly reproduces the rapid edges of the motor CM current, thus contributing to an improved compensation of the CM voltage. This is illustrated in Fig. 13, where the comparison between the estimated current and the CM motor current is shown.

Fig. 14 shows the frequency spectrum of the motor CM voltage without the active filter. A series of peaks corresponding to
the inverter switching frequency and its harmonics is clearly observable. The peak at 20 kHz has an amplitude equal to 89.4 dB·μV that corresponds to about 9.3 V, due to the presence of an input attenuator giving an attenuation of about 50 dB.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the frequency spectra of the motor CM voltage with the active filter when no feed-forward current signal injection is present and when this injection is performed, respectively. From Fig. 15, it is clear that the feedback filter action produces a reduction of the low frequency peaks. In particular, the 20 kHz peak exhibits a reduction of 8 dB. Consequently, the new amplitude of the CM voltage is about 3.8 V. The effect of the introduction of the additional signal, shown in Fig. 16, is a reduction of frequency components higher than 100 kHz of the CM voltage spectrum, as expected. A comparison of the motor CM currents spectra without any active filter and with the proposed circuit, without and with the feed-forward current action, is possible by observing Figs. 17–19. In particular, it is clear that, when no feed-forward current action is applied, the introduction of the active filter leads to a slight reduction of the CM current frequency spectrum; this is coherent with the
primary scope of an output CM filter, i.e., the reduction of the motor bearing stress.

On the contrary, when the feed-forward current action is added, a significant reduction of the CM current frequency content ranging between 20 and 750 kHz is achieved, thus improving the filter performance also in terms of EMI reduction. This result is consistent with the theoretical analysis of the active filter with and without the CM current estimator expressed by the comparison shown in Fig. 6. In order to give a quantitative evaluation of such an EMI reduction, a comparison of the square sum of the CM current harmonic amplitudes in the two considered filter configurations referred to the CM current without any filter is given in Table VII. In particular, the following quantity has been evaluated in the two filter configurations:

$$\alpha = \frac{\sum_{n} I_{n_{c}}^2}{\sum_{m} I_{m_{c}}^2}$$

where $I_{n_{c}}$ is the $n$th harmonic component of the CM current without any filter and $I_{m_{c}}$ is the $m$th harmonic component of the CM current the active filter without or with feed-forward action. It should be observed that, for a given layout, $\alpha$ in (5) gives a measure of the reduction of the energy content associated to CM EMI. From Table VII, it is possible to observe that the introduction of the active filter scheme without the additional feed-forward current action leads to a reduction of the EMI of about 13%, whereas the introduction of the active filter scheme with the additional feed-forward current action leads to a reduction of about 65%.

### VIII. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a novel CM active filter for vehicle dc-fed motor drives. The filter scheme is based on a voltage feedback action with an optimized design of the CM voltage detection/injection systems. Moreover, it uses an additional feed-forward signal obtained by a suitable estimation of the motor CM current which improves the performance in terms of EMI reduction. The effectiveness of the improved active filter is theoretically demonstrated. The filter is experimentally set up using linear amplifiers that allow an efficient and compact realization. The experimental investigation shows a reduction of the CM EMI in the frequency range of interest.
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**TABLE VII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Filter configuration</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without feed-forward action</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With feed-forward action</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table presents the CM current harmonic amplitudes ratio $\alpha$ for different active filter configurations.
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